Abstract

The intention of this work lays on processing, exploration and press-preparation (at least partially) of the handwritten relic, deposited in the Library of the National Museum. This archival document is possible to date to the first half of 19th century and connect it with lithuanistic legacy of František Ladislav Čelakovský. To understand the genesis of this lexicographic project is necessary to compare this dictionary with other work – Wýpisky o gazyku litewském. 1833 (sign.: IX E 4).

The defined purpose expects to solve these tasks:
1. To validate or refute authorship of F. L. Čelakovský. Incorporate this handwritten relic to the context of lexicographic and baltoslavic interests of the author.
2. To explore the disposition of Lithuanian dictionary: main intention, role of the dictionary, scope of lexicon, thematic range.
3. To compare notification of the first half of 19th century to knowledge of contemporary lithuanistic.

This work continues in modest previous exploration and wants to make a contribution to release this relic to the scientific awareness.